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Verti GO 3D virtual reality device to fix BPPV
S Vinoth
Mahendra College of Engineering, India

Vertigo in recent days has become common in people who experience spinning sensation when they change the position 
of head rapidly. Benign Proximal Positional Vertigo is major cause of vertigo in people, this is the defect that arise from 

the inner ear. More than 20 million people suffering from Vertigo around the world, most cases were recorded in South Asian 
countries and United States, this needs special attention as it is difficult to walk and impossible to drive. 3D virtual device could 
reduce the frequency of vertigo occurrences. On performing the exercise in regular basis occurrence of vertigo can be avoided, 
this reduces the number visit to clinician’s place. Physicians treat this with a set of exercise such as Epley Maneuver or Brandt 
– Daroff. This requires patient to travel to the clinician often and it takes more concentration to do this exercise. To make this 
exercise simple and easy to be executed we design a virtual device. This device would assist the patient to perform the exercise 
themselves comfortably on their living room all alone. It comprises of a Virtual reality eye piece and a display; this would make 
the patient more comfortable to perform the exercise without any support or physical guidance.
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